THE TRUE VALUE OF TOTAL
RESOURCE UTILIZATION

Storage infrastructure is a series of interrelated components that creates an ecosystem. Storage
software must support these various components and ensure that it uses each to its fullest potential, to
lower the total cost of ownership (TCO). The storage software must also make sure that as new hardware
innovations come to market, it can integrate these new components into the ecosystem without data
migration or disruption to applications. Most important, the storage software cannot sacrifice data
integrity or protection in the name of a lower TCO. Data at risk eventually raises the TCO, so software that
improves data quality and resiliency further reduces TCO.

LEGACY STORAGE SOFTWARE IS THE PROBLEM
While storage hardware is improving its per drive performance and per drive
densities, storage software is now the bottleneck. All storage systems on the
market today are software-based. But the problem is that legacy storage
software cannot live up to its responsibility to support the mixture of the
various storage hardware components or use them to their fullest potential.
These shortcomings force the customers to buy different storage systems
for each use case. Legacy storage software cannot support non-disruptive,
migration-free integration of new components, forcing very costly storage
migrations, and disparate silos.
The problem of legacy software holding back hardware innovation is so wide-spread that IT professionals now assume that
limited per resource utilization is a reality of the modern storage infrastructure. Vendors have the customers convinced that only
marginal improvements in performance, capacity utilization, and data protection are possible.

REWRITING AND FLATTENING THE STORAGE STACK
In 2011 StorONE set out to change the storage industry to deliver tangible results to IT professionals struggling with managing
storage infrastructure. Before bringing a product to market, we spent our first eight years rewriting and flattening the storage
IO stack, creating a single-layer storage IO engine that enables organizations to enjoy all storage hardware innovations
while establishing a new standard in data integrity and protection. The StorONE Engine includes StorONE’s patented
IO Orchestration Algorithm, which coordinates a full suite of storage features to enable an enterprise-class data services
experience without impacting performance.
The StorONE engine and IO Orchestration Algorithm are the foundation
of StorONE’s S1 Enterprise Storage Platform, enabling IT professionals
to consolidate all of their workloads to a single storage operating
environment. More importantly, they can keep those workloads
consolidated thanks to their ability to integrate future hardware
advancements without migrating data or causing application disruption.
A vital aspect of the S1:Enterprise Storage Platform is its ability to have customers start small, with one or two workloads to
enable the StorONE Engine to reduce TCO immediately. As the customer gains confidence in StorONE, they can add more
workloads to the platform and further reduce storage TCO. As the consolidation effort completes, they can continue to enjoy
TCO reductions, thanks to the platform’s ability to eliminate future migrations and storage refreshes.

DISSECTING THE STORAGE SYSTEM TO LOWER TCO
Because a wide variety of closely intertwined components make up the storage infrastructure, reducing storage TCO requires
examining each component to identify opportunities for TCO reduction.

REDUCING THE STORAGE CONTROLLER TCO
Vendors try to hide the inefficiency of their legacy storage software by combining them with powerful processors. While
most vendors do not publish the exact details of the storage hardware they use with their software, it is clear that they are
often using the latest generation of CPU and memory available from Intel or AMD. They also require some customization
of the design to further hide the inefficiency of their software. The combination of using high-end CPUs and memory plus
customized architectures leads to costly storage controllers.
The efficient StorONE Engine can provide maximum performance from standard off-the-shelf servers using mid-range CPUs
and minimal memory (256GB). Once IT loads S1:Enteprise Storage Platform software onto these servers, it converts them into
storage controllers. The initial storage controller outlay cost is reduced by at least 50% compared to most competing
storage controllers.
The initial outlay is only part of the TCO reduction. A dual controller solution powered by the StorONE Engine can extend
much further, delivering more performance and supporting a wider variety of workloads than competing controller
combinations. Other vendors may require four or six controllers to deliver the performance and scale that StorONE can
provide with only two significantly less expensive storage controllers. It is also important to note that the power requirements
of these mid-range servers are often significantly lower than that of high-end servers, enabling another reduction in
the storage TCO.
Another important TCO of low storage controller cost is it lowers the
cost of replicating data remotely or into the cloud. Most customers
today need to replicate data to at least one disaster recovery site. The
need for less capable storage software to hide behind powerful storage
servers means that the TCO of the storage infrastructure escalates
rapidly when it requires a disaster recovery or other type of site for
data redundancy.
With StorONE, the low cost of each controller continues to reduce
storage TCO since the secondary sites can leverage the same low-cost
controllers as the first site. Additionally, alternate sites do not need to
match the hardware in use at the primary site. As IT adds DR sites, the
TCO advantage of StorONE is even more evident.

REDUCING THE COST OF PERFORMANCE
Delivering high performance, thanks to modern hardware innovation, should no longer be
a challenge for storage systems. The challenge is how to deliver the exact performance the
organization needs at the lowest possible cost without compromising data integrity
and protection.
All-Flash Arrays seem to be the answer to any organization’s performance challenges. Flash
drives that deliver 250K IOPS performance from a single drive are commonplace today, but
most vendors can only deliver a fraction of that potential. They need dozens of drives to meet
the performance requirements of the enterprise.
If the storage vendor requires 24 or 48 flash drives to reach an acceptable level of
performance, then the cost of that performance puts a significant burden on the storage
TCO. Also, these vendors will often use proprietary flash configurations to tweak
performance a little more. These customized configurations, however, add to the cost
of the media.
The StorONE Engine, on the other hand, can
extract high-performance from only a handful
of off-the-shelf flash drives. No customization is
required. StorONE can deliver more performance
from 12 flash drives at lower latencies than most
storage systems can in 24 or 48.
Since StorONE can deliver such high performance
from only a handful of drives, it is also more
common to use high-density flash drives.
StorONE customers commonly use 15.3TB drives
today and are looking forward to adopting 30TB
drives later this year. This means that a 12 drive system will deliver 360TB of capacity and
almost a million IOPS. StorONE’s vRAID also empowers the use of these high-capacity
drives by supporting industry-leading rebuild times and the ability to mix drive sizes within
the same RAID group.
While the price of flash media is less than it was ten years ago, it is still much more
expensive than alternate technologies like hard disk drives. While the StorONE platform
can support hundreds of flash drives, using 12 drives to meet the performance challenge
instead of 24 or 48 will significantly reduce the storage TCO by another factor of 3X to
4X. Lowering drive count increases storage TCO because the customer has fewer physical
drives to purchase. It also means the customer does not have to purchase additional
shelves to house those drives, and they do not need to pay to power and cool those
shelves and drives.

REDUCING THE COST OF STORAGE CAPACITY
A more expensive aspect of the storage infrastructure and one that increases storage TCO
significantly is the cost of capacity. In response to the need for high capacity, most vendors
have adopted strategies that only make TCO worse, not better.

TOTAL CAPACITY UTILIZATION
The first failed capacity management strategy is so-called data efficiency techniques like deduplication and compression.
These techniques work by examining data, while the application is writing it to storage, to remove redundancies within
and across files. The problem is the process is cumbersome on the storage system to the point that it significantly impacts
performance. As a result, customers need to purchase even more additional drives to come close to the performance they will
get from StorONE with only a dozen drives. The process once again increases the storage TCO.
Data efficiency technologies, ironically, also impact data capacity efficiencies. They are one of the key reasons customers start
to notice a severe performance impact as the percentage of capacity utilization reaches more than 60%. The legacy storage
software spends too much time trying to allocate space and calculating RAID parity.
StorONE, thanks to its efficient Storage Engine, and especially because of
its patented IO Orchestration Algorithm, can run at over 90%+ capacity
utilization without performance impact. Comparatively, in a 1PB system, a
legacy storage vendor will only be able to use about 600TB of the available
capacity. StorONE, however, will be able to use over 900TBs. As the
environment scales, the discrepancy increases, and StorONE’s ability to
reduce TCO becomes more pronounced.

AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT
Another technique to reduce storage TCO is to move data to a lower-cost form of media. There are numerous challenges to
enabling this aspect of storage TCO. The first challenge is moving the correct data to the proper storage media.
Ideally, the storage solution automatically moves data from a high-performance ingest tier
to a lower performance but lower-cost data archive tier. The problem is that few storage
systems can transparently move data between media types. Those systems with the
capability add so many other compromises that customers are not confident
using the feature.
The lack of the capability or the inclusion of the compromises forces many customers to
look to an external third-party solution to move data between storage tiers intelligently.
These solutions are not nearly as transparent and are often very fragile. They are also costly
additions. Most customers give up on the process and resort to expanding their performance storage tier, which significantly
increases their storage TCO.
StorONE’s S1:Enterprise Storage Platform, by comparison, includes integrated and intelligent data tiering. The movement
between tiers is automatic and requires zero operator intervention. Additionally, the size of the upper tier is scalable,
minimizing the concerns of the performance impact of a “tier-miss.” The aforementioned per-drive-performance efficiency
also means that while the number of drives in the upper tier is small, it more than meets the organization’s
performance requirements.

The high per-drive-performance, even while using high-density drives, when combined with the 90% capacity utilization
capability means most organizations can fit months or even a year of operational data in the upper tier. The lower tier within
the StorONE platform is often storing data for a year or more without modification. As a result, access-performance to the
lower tier while still performing well is far less critical.

LOWERING TCO WITH AN OPTIMIZED UPPER TIER
•
•
•
•
•

High per Drive Performance = Less Drives Required to Meet Performance Expectations (12 instead of 48)
12 Drives = Almost 1 Million IOPS (Less than 35K IOPS with competitors)
5 Minute RAID Rebuilds = Safe Use of High-Density Drives (12 hours with competitors)
12 Drives = 360TB of Capacity / 324TB Utilized (216 with competitors)
Result = Most organizations can store one year of active/near-active data on the upper tier.
Performance of lower tier, while good, is almost irrelevant.

REDUCING THE COST OF USE CASE COVERAGE
The above sections explain how StorONE can decrease storage TCO for each workload. It makes StorONE an ideal solution
to lower the storage costs for whatever the organization’s next storage need may be. As IT adds more workloads to the
original platform investment, the TCO of storage plummets rapidly thanks to purchasing consolidation and
operational efficiency.
Data Centers have a wide variety of workload requirements when creating a “performance spectrum”:
At the upper right are extreme performance workloads like
Artificial Intelligence, High-Performance Computing, and
Analytics. Below HPC are high-end database use cases
like Oracle, MySQL, and MS-SQL. And below databases
are virtual environments like VMware and Hyper-V. These
workload types need to focus on lowering “$ per IOPS” to
lower storage TCO. At the opposite end of the “performance
spectrum” are workloads like Backup, Archive, and File Shares.
While performance is vital to these workloads, the “$ per GB”
is more critical.
Each of these workloads tends to use a different type of protocol as well. HPC workloads tend to use advanced Ethernet
technologies like NVMe-Of or parallel file systems. High-end databases tend to use Fibre Channel, and virtualized
environments can use various block and file protocols. Capacity workloads tend to use file protocols like SMB, NFS
and S3/Object.
Looking at the available hardware, it seems evident that the proper storage solution should scale to meet all of the
requirements of the “performance spectrum.” The problem, again, is the software can’t tap into the hardware innovations.
The inefficiency and inflexibility of legacy storage software mean that the vendors must focus on particular use cases. As a
result, customers are forced to buy multiple storage systems for each use case within the performance spectrum.
The cost of purchasing these disparate systems increases the storage TCO, but separately operating each of them puts the
storage TCO into a new stratosphere.
The StorONE S1:Enterprise Storage Platform, because it can support all of these use cases and all the required protocols
from a single software and hardware instance, without compromise, dramatically lowers the storage TCO with each
workload added to the system.

REDUCING THE COST OF FUTURE UPGRADES AND MIGRATIONS
A daunting task that every IT organization faces is upgrading or refreshing existing storage infrastructures. Storage refreshes
are, however, a reality. Storage hardware ages, and innovations occur. The problem is the infrastructure is so brittle that it
can’t adapt to integrate with these innovations. As a result, IT has to start from scratch with a new system every three to four
years.
Storage refreshes and migrations not only increase costs because the organization has to purchase new equipment. It has to,
for a time, run both the new and the old system side-by-side. In most cases, side-by-side time is at least six months, but over a
year of running concurrent systems is not uncommon. During that time, power and cooling costs double.
There is also the operational cost of evaluating new systems and migrating data to them. IT teams can easily spend six
months or more evaluating new storage systems and then another six months moving data to the new system.
S1: vRAID
The StorONE S1:Enterprise Storage Platform ends storage migrations,
Fastest RAID Rebuilds | Mix Drive Capacities
providing another dramatic reduction in storage TCO. Because of the
platform’s flexibility, IT professionals can add new drives of varying capacities
and types at any time. The media itself naturally upgrades when IT leverages
vRAID to replace failed drives. If IT chooses to replace an entire media shelf,
then it can simply fail one drive at a time and allow vRAID to rebuild data on
new media. When it comes time to upgrade the storage controllers, IT can non-disruptively replace one controller node at a
time.
Customers using the StorONE software will experience a frequent update pace of approximately once per quarter. Each
upgrade will have features of significance that enable the customer to provide more services to users and greater data

REDUCING THE COST OF BACKUP INFRASTRUCTURE
A final area of TCO reduction is outside of the typical Storage TCO discussion. The reduction of backup infrastructure
costs. Included in this cost center are backup software and backup hardware, and operational costs to manage the process.
The inefficiencies of storage software limit its ability to eliminate the separate backup infrastructure costs.

S1: SNAP

The StorONE Engine’s ability to execute an unlimited number of snapshots
and retain those snapshots for years, combined with StorONE’s replication
capabilities, means customers can eliminate the backup storage
infrastructure cost while providing a more robust service.

Unlimited | Ransomware Proof

With StorONE, organizations can meet the 3-2-1 rule of backup.
Snapshots can execute as frequently as every three minutes, and IT can
retain those snapshots indefinitely. This frequency and depth of snapshots mean that the three copies of the data rule is
easily met. The ability to cost-effectively replicate data meets two separate storage systems and one copy off-site parts of
the rule. IT can execute a different snapshot schedule and retention policy for each replication target providing an even
deeper number of copies.
StorONE’s interface makes finding the correct snapshot and restoring it as
easy as scheduling an appointment on your calendar. Our new SnapONE
feature allows you to track file life cycle history and identify the exact
version of a file across those many snapshots.

S1: REPLICATE

Cascading Synchronous and Async Replication

CONCLUSION
StorONE is reducing the storage TCO more so than any other storage vendor. It
requires optimizing every single component of the storage ecosystem. It also requires
taking a platform approach to storage infrastructure to support all workloads and
quickly adapt to future advancements in storage hardware. StorONE is unique among
storage companies. Instead of racing to market by leveraging old storage IO stacks and
algorithms, we started from scratch. We spent our first eight years focusing on rewriting
and flattening storage IO into a single translation layer. As a result, we can extract
maximum capabilities from each component of the storage ecosystem.
This work powers our S1:Enterprise Storage Platform and provides the lowest storage
TCO possible in the industry.
The S1:Enterprise Storage Platform provides the lowest storage TCO in the industry with
the highest possible data integrity and protection level.
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